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Luxury Garden Villa for Sale | Anchan Lagoon
| Gated Private Estate!

Property Detail



Price 23,000,000 THB
Location Thalang Thailand
Bedrooms 3
Bathrooms 3
Land Size 663 area
Building Size 334 sqm
Type villa

Description

Luxury Garden Villa for Sale

Welcome to the epitome of luxury living—a stunning three-bedroom private pool villa nestled within a tranquil gated community, meticulously crafted by one
of the most esteemed developers on the island.

Designed with the discerning homeowners and property investors in mind, this opulent villa offers the perfect tropical sanctuary in a secure and exclusive
neighborhood. Rest assured, the project's management team is dedicated to providing exceptional services, ensuring the maintenance and upkeep of your
villa, allowing you to fully indulge in the pleasures of this exquisite residence.

Impeccably constructed to international standards, these contemporary and stylish homes boast the finest construction materials, guaranteeing
uncompromising quality. Every aspect of the villa's design has been thoughtfully curated to offer a comfortable and convenient lifestyle, perfectly suited to
the tropical surroundings.

Step inside, and you'll discover a spacious and airy layout, exuding an atmosphere of tranquility and sophistication. The house plan seamlessly integrates
a large swimming pool and an expansive wooden terrace, serving as an inviting oasis for relaxation and entertainment. With seamless connectivity to both
the living room and master bedroom, this outdoor area becomes an extension of your indoor living space, offering an ideal setting for cherished moments
with loved ones.

Whether you choose to own this extraordinary villa as a freehold or leasehold property, the opportunity to experience the height of luxury and serenity
awaits you. Embrace the lifestyle you deserve and make this exceptional villa your own.

Contact us today to explore the possibilities and embark on a journey to secure your slice of paradise. Don't miss out on this rare opportunity to own a truly
remarkable three-bedroom private pool villa in this sought-after community.
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